[3-dimensional organ representation with ultrasound. Experimental studies--computer simulation].
This is the first report on the 3-dimensional representation of organs with US. The prerequisite for this was a coordinated transducer movement, in such a manner that the organ under examination was represented by US sections differing in only one of the space coordinates. Such transducer movement was made possible by 2 devices. In the first instance, longitudinal movement of the transducer resulted in the production of parallel sections of the organ while, in the other instance, rotation of the transducer head permitted sections arranged around a fixed center-point. Using a special computer program, the sections were contoured in such a manner that only the surface of the organ was represented. These sections were then arranged in space. The 3-dimensional representation can be effected both by binary image representation and by representation with closed (intact) body surface. The advantage of the binary image representation is the fact that the organ surfaces "extracted" from the original US sections are directly incorporated within the 3-dimensional image build-up, with no further computer manipulations. It can be seen that the rotation of the transducer head represents the practicable possibility for the use in the clinical setting.